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Abstract: Safety is the foundation of sustainable development in civil aviation. Although catastrophic accidents are
rare，indicators of potential incidents and unsafe events frequently materialize. Therefore，a history of unsafe data are
considered in predicting safety risks. A deep learning method is adopted for extracting reactions in safety risks. The
deep neural network（DNN）model for safety risk prediction is shown to extract complex data characteristics better
than a shallow network model. Using extended unsafe data and monthly risk indices，hidden layers and iterations are
determined. The effectiveness of DNN is also revealed in comparison with the traditional neural network. Through
early risk detection using the method in the paper，airlines and the government can mitigate potential risk and take
proactive measures to improve civil aviation safety.
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0 Introduction

Safety risks in civil aviation are related to sever‑
al areas，such as flight safety，equipment failure，
human factors，and bad weather conditions. Risks
are associated with accidents and losses［1］. The ran‑
domness and probability of risk bring the uncertainty
and increase the difficulty of safety risks detection.

This study focuses on analyzing risk levels
based on deep learning. Risk levels in the civil avia‑
tion can be measured by the risk index. According to
the reports from the Civil Aviation Administration
of China（CAAC），most predictions are based on
historical data by establishing the model and analyz‑
ing the data. Searching for a latent regularity from
complicated data is a challenge. Moreover，the mod‑
el for large aircraft data presents another difficulty.

In recent decades，the focus of aviation safety
management is to prevent aviation accidents and re‑
duce by the prevailing methods. Several methods
that consider risk factors comprehensively， have
been put forward such as fault trees，decision trees，

probabilistic risk assessment（PRA），and fuzzy com‑
prehensive evaluation（FCE）. Moreover， applica‑
tion of various networks has introduced new ap‑
proaches to aviation risk analysis，such as neural
network （NN） and Bayesian neural network
（BNN）［2］. Furthermore，the roles of the network
have become crucial with the development of sci‑
ence and technology.

Li et al.［3］ brought forward a new idea that the
Markov theory was used twice，where the first time
is to extend the original data and the second to calcu‑
late and estimate the residual errors．Then by com‑
paring the original data sequence from a fault predic‑
tion case with the simulation sequence produced by
the use of GM（1.1）and the new GM method，re‑
sults conform to the original data. Taking Guang‑
zhou city as an example，Liu et al.［4］ applied the risk
index assessment model for assessing the risk of
each region and found that it is in line with the reali‑
ty of urban accident disaster risk. Yang et al.［5］ com‑
bined the genetic algorithm and the NN to compute
the risk index of vessel’s collision by multiple pa‑
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rameters. Moreover，aviation Brooker［6］ examined
the ability of BBN ‑based techniques to make accu‑
rate aviation risk predictions.

The characteristics of aviation safety risk can
be summarized as follows. First，substantial sample
data is needed to predict aviation safety risk. Sec‑
ond，shallow learning is used as a primary model in
aviation safety risk prediction，for example BNN，

support vector machine， and maximum entropy
methods. These shallow learning methods contain
one or no hidden layer. It is difficult to analyze avia‑
tion safety risk by these models. Moreover， the
sample features are simplified through experience
and technique.

Aviation safety analysis is one of the most pop‑
ular topics in air transportation. Research on avia‑
tion safety assessment and prediction is significant in
improving aviation safety in the future. The increas‑
ing amount of researches pay more attention to com‑
prehensive assessment and prediction rather than
simple prediction. Recent researches on aviation
safety have demonstrated that most shallow learning
methods can overcome insufficient sample size and
fitting problem. However，these methods are insuffi‑
cient in dealing with nonlinear data and residual er‑
rors.

Potential risks can lead to a series of unsafe
events or accidents. Therefore，it can affect aviation
safety risk level. In this paper，unsafe event data
have been used to expand data size due to the few
typical sample characteristics of aviation accident da‑
ta. The data also reflects the characteristics of avia‑

tion risk. In recent years，deep learning methods
have been widely applied to the classification and
prediction problem research. Deep neural network
（DNN）features more than one hidden layer of acti‑
vation functions［7］ and has been used to predict risk.
DNN has broad application value for improving avia‑
tion operation management and preventing accidents
from occurring.

In this paper，the civil aviation safety data sys‑
tem is firstly introduced. Then the deep learning
model of the prediction is shown. Finally，the pro‑
posed DNN approach for risk prediction with unsafe
events is described and made comparison with NN.

1 Civil Aviation Safety Data System

1. 1 Risk evaluation index

Risks can be described by consequence and fre‑
quency. According to the Safety Management Man‑
ual（SMM）of International Civil Aviation Organi‑
zation（ICAO）［8］，risks can be categorized within a
risk assessment matrix. Table 1 presents the severi‑
ty of consequence categories and Table 2 provides
the likelihood of occurrences. In Table 1，the more
serious accident，the higher t value. Similarly，the
more accidents that occur，the higher value. Other‑
wise，the lower the value.

In general，catastrophes rarely occur. In fact，
there are no catastrophes in China since August 24，
2010. Incidents and unsafe events with slight influ‑
ence on safety usually occur. However， incidents
and unsafe events will result in accidents if potential
risks are triggered and accumulated.

Table 1 Severity of consequences

Severity
Catastrophic

Hazardous

Major

Minor
Negligible

Meaning
Equipment destroyed

A large reduction in safety margins, physical distress or a workload such that the operators cannot be relied
upon to perform their tasks accurately or completely；Serious injury or death to a number of people；Major

equipment damage
A significant reduction in safety margins；a reduction in the ability of the operators to cope with adverse op‑
erating conditions as a result of an increase in workload, or as a result of conditions impairing their efficien‑

cy. Serious incident；Injury to persons
Nuisance. Operating limitations；Use of emergency procedures；Minor incident

Little consequence

Value
5

4

3

2
1
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1. 2 Unsafe events of civil aviation

Compared with visible risks，more potential
risks have not been detected and extracted. Nonethe‑
less，the root cause of the risks remains，which can
be stimulated or triggered in certain conditions or ex‑
ternal environments. Potential risks of civil aviation
safety should be recognized and detected. There‑
fore，risk detection is more important than risk eval‑
uation to meet the demands of civil aviation safety
management. In addition，if potential danger is dis‑
covered early，effective actions can be taken earlier.
Avoiding accidents by taking actions before their oc‑
currence is meaningful.

According to statistical analysis reports of un‑
safe events，unsafe incidents are divided into six cat‑
egories from the point of view of accidents’types：
Flight crew，aircraft maintenance，air traffic con‑
trol，ground support，weather，and mechanics fail‑
ure. Risk indices are calculated by the reports from
January 2012 to May 2016（see Table 3）. Fig.1 il‑
lustrates the changing laws of the risk indices and in‑
dicates that it is difficult to find the potential law

with unsafe events.
The reasons can be summarized as follows.

First，the civil aviation safety system is a typical
complex large system，and its component elements
interact with each other. The system condition is
nonlinear. Thus，it is difficult to extract a significant
linear expression between the influential factors and
risk indices. Second，the interactions of influential
factors make the randomness and uncertainty appar‑
ent in the civil aviation safety system. Therefore，ac‑
cident occurrences are random and unpredictable.
Third，an accident chain from hidden dangers to the
occurrence of accidents is created. A high level of
uncertainty can be demonstrated by risk accumula‑
tion and spread.Therefore，accident occurrences are
random and unpredictable.

1. 3 Methods of risk prediction of aviation safety

From the above reasons，risk prediction can
not be fulfilled by samples using traditional risk pre‑
diction methods. Compared with shallow learning，
the deep learning model is an artificial NN with
multi ‑ hidden layers，which models the network by
unsupervised learning. The deep learning model in‑
cludes the deep belief network（DBN）and the con‑
volutional neural network（CNN），which perform

Table 2 Likelihood of occurrences

Qualitative definition
Frequent
Occasional
Remote
Improbable

Extremely improbable

Meaning
Likely to occur many times
Likely to occur sometimes

Unlikely, but possible to occur
Very unlikely to occur

Almost inconceivable that the event will occur

Value
5
4
3
2
1

Table 3 Risk indices for civil aviation of China from

2012 to 2016

Month

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Year
2012
36.9
27.0
28.4
35.6
37.6
23.2
49.1
40.2
33.0
26.8
24.1
29.1

2013
14.9
27.4
29.7
50.8
49.6
36.6
41.9
40.2
35.2
31.5
18.1
24.4

2014
19.5
23.4
25.3
36.9
36.4
54.0
30.3
29.1
41.0
42.7
20.7
14.2

2015
15.6
16.6
28.2
38.5
38.2
23.2
40.5
26.3
46.3
27.7
19.0
29.1

2016
21.4
15.6
27.4
45.1
35.5

Fig. 1 Initial data of six categories of unsafe events and risk
indices for four years
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well on feature extraction and sample classification.
The deep learning method is suitable for the study
of potential risks with various complicated factors
because of its flexibility and compatibility. In this pa‑
per， the deep neural network（DNN） is used to
build the deep network.

2 Risk of Civil Aviation Prediction

Model

2. 1 DNN structure and learning mechanism

DNN is a hybrid model with deep and proved
structure that combines traditional multi ‑ layer per‑
ception and recently developed pre‑ training technol‑
ogies. Unsupervised pre‑training is conducted for
one layer. If all layers have been pre‑trained，the pa‑
rameters are used for initialization of network opti‑
mization，with respect to the supervised training cri‑
terion，or a logistic regression layer can be directly
added on top of the network.
2. 1. 1 Auto⁃encoder（AE）

AE［9］ is a type of unsupervised feature learning
algorithm to make high dimensional input equal to
the high dimensional output by encoding and decod‑
ing networks. AE is the feature representation for in‑
put data.

（1）Encoding process
The mapping function between the input layer

and the hidden layer can be defined as
y= fθ (x) = s (Wx+ b) (1)

where s ( )· is the encoder activation function，θ the
encoding parameters and θ={W,b }.W is a weight
matrix and b a bias vector. y is the other representa‑
tion for x，，which is the encoding process.

(2) Decoding process
z is the reconfiguration from y，，which is the de‑

coding process. The mapping function can be de‑
scribed as

z= fθ' ( y )= s' (W'y+ b' ) (2)
where s ' (·) is the decoder activation function，θ' the
decoding parameter and θ '= {W，b}.W' is a weight
matrix and b' a bias vector.y is the other representa‑
tion for x，，which is the encoding process.

When the loss function is small， features

learned from input data are large. The loss function
can be described as

L (x,z) = H ( Bx |B z )=

-∑
i= 1

n

∑
k= 1

d é

ë
êê

ù

û
úú

x i [ k ] lgz i [ k ]+
(1- x i [ k ] ) lg ( 1- z i [ k ] )

(3)

where x i [ k ] denotes the k ‑ th component of x i and
z i [ k ] is the corresponding reconstructed value.

θ *,θ '* = argmin
1
n∑i= 1

n

L ( xi,zi )=

argmin 1
n∑i= 1

n

L ( xi,gθ' ( fθ ( xi ) ) ) (4)

where θ ∗and θ '∗ are the optimal parameters.
2. 1. 2 Denoising auto⁃encoder（DAE）

In the model，DAE［10］ is used instead of AE.
The noise variables are added for DAE. The input x
is replaced by x̂ containing noise. The stochastic
mapping can be described as x̂~qD ( x̂|x ).qD is a pro‑
cess of noise adding［11］. In this case，the Gaussian
noise for x is chosen. In this work，the unsafe events
are used as input data，which are independent identi‑
cally distributed（i. i. d）. Samples from an unknown
distribution after pre‑processing.

In DAE model，Eq.（1）can be described as
y= fθ ( x )= s (Wx̂+ b ) (5)

The loss function can be described as

θ *,θ '* = argmin
1
n∑i= 1

n

L ( xi,zi ) =

argmin 1
n∑i= 1

n

L ( xi,gθ' ( fθ ( x̂ i ) ) )
(6)

By setting the latent representation（encoded
output）of DAE found on the layer below as the in‑
put to the current layer，DAE can be stacked to
form a deep network［12］. Fig. 2 shows the structure
of DNN. The advantages of DAE in this model can
be summarized as follows.

（1）DAE has a deep structure for better learn‑

Fig.2 Structure of DNN
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ing of data characteristics，which avoids poor gener‑
alization ability of traditional shallow structure algo‑
rithm.

（2） DAE can fuse information from various
sources on risk of civil aviation，which can take full
account of the correlation between the information
and avoid the phenomenon of information overlap.

（3）DAE adopts greedy training layer by lay‑
er，which solves the training problem of traditional
neural networks and avoids the local minimum.

（4）DAE can effectively reduce the overfitting
compared with the traditional neural networks.

2. 2 Steps of prediction model

The steps of risk prediction on civil aviation are
shown in Fig.3.

Step 1 To ensure that the data is collected
and meets the demand x ∈ [ 0,1 ]d mentioned
above，the six kinds of unsafe events are normalized.

Step 2 The DAE is stacked to form DNN un‑
der the training. The input data of unsafe events is

trained to extra features by being encoded and de‑
coded.

Step 3 DNN with BP neutral network is back
‑ tuned when the iterative times k meets the setting
value K.

Step 4 Back‑tuning in Step 3 is repeated until
the iterative times q of the entire network meet the
setting value Q. The mean squared error（MSE）is
calculated to judge the accuracy.

MSE=
∑
i= 1

n

( yprediction - y initial )2

n
(7)

where yprediction denotes the predicted data，and y initial
the initial data.

3 Example

The data of unsafe events collected from 2012
to 2015 are used as training samples. The data from
January to May in 2016 are adopted as test samples.
All data verify the effectiveness of the proposed al‑
gorithm.

3. 1 Data processing

The data obtained from a range of four years is
too small. This least square method here is used to
fit the points which are drawn by the initial data and
the pre‑disposal data. The pre‑disposal data present‑
ed in Table 4 is the moving average of the same
month from the different years. Six variables，in‑
cluding flight crew ( x 1 )，aircraft maintenance ( x2 )，
air traffic control ( x 3 )，ground support ( x 4 )，weath‑
er ( x 5 ) and mechanics failure ( x 6 )，and risk index y
are presented. Every figure is sampled to get 1 620
sets of data as the training data. The initial and pre‑
disposal data are denoted as the testing data to train
this network. Then，the data set is extended as 6
（variables）× 1 800（training data），which is 10
times bigger than the initial and pre‑disposal data.

Fig.3 Steps of risk prediction in civil aviation

Table 4 Data set descriptions

Data type
Initial data

Pre‑disposal data
Fitting data
Test data

Usage
Train the network

Develop the initial data
Develop the training data
Test the network

Data set
4 ( year ) ×12 (month) × 6 (variable)
11( group ) ×12 (month) × 6 (variable)

1 620( point ) ×6 (variable)
5 (month) × 6 (variable)
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3. 2 Risk prediction of civil aviation safety

Effectiveness of the network is proven by MSE
（Eq.（7））with different iterations and layer num‑
bers. The three kinds of hidden layers with the same
iterations are shown in Table 4. The best structure
of hidden layers with different iterations is tested
（see Table 5）.

Table 6 presents the MSE with different itera‑
tions of DNN， indicating that the MSE is small
when the iteration time reaches 6 000. After compar‑
ing with the three groups，the result is obvious. The
first round is considered as the most effective among
the three predictions. The hidden layer is 10，8，and
4，and the iteration is 6 000.

The network is trained with the six variables as
the input data and the initial risk indices of five
months as the target data. The input layer is formed
by the training data，and the first hidden layer is ob‑
tained with DAE. The data are inputted in the hid‑
den layer similar to the input layer，and the next hid‑
den layer is obtained. The data from the hidden lay‑
er is also the input data of the next layer［13］. The pro‑
cess is vividly shown in Fig. 2. In this study，three
hidden layers are sufficient to derive the effective
network after several tests.

Fig.4 shows the risk prediction of civil aviation
safety from January to May 2016. The output is
floating in an acceptable range，as shown in Table
3. The real risk indices and prediction errors are giv‑
en in Table 7. From the results，it is seen that the
six aspects are suitable for predicting risk index.
Concurrently，the prediction of risk index also pro‑
vides reference for safety management and decision.

3. 3 Comparison

NN shows obvious advantages on fitting the
nonlinear problem［14］. For risk prediction of civil avi‑
ation safety，traditional NN is used to compare with
DNN. Tables 7 and 8 provide the risk prediction re‑
sults comparison of different methods. Fig. 5 illus‑
trates the predictions comparison of risk indices with
NN and DNN. Tables 7，8 and Fig. 5 show that
DNN prediction accuracy is better than that of NN.

In traditional NN，training is easy to trap in lo‑
cal optimum as the network weights for this network
because of the complexity of the error function. In

Table 5 MSE of DNN with different layer numbers

Group
Layer number

MSE

Round 1
10‑8‑5
0.105

Round 2
6‑6‑6
0.227

Round 3
6‑4‑2
0.418

Table 6 MSE of DNN with different iteration time

Group
Iteration time

MSE

Round 1
6 000
0.105

Round 2
8 000
0.316

Round 3
4 000
0.418

Fig.4 Prediction data of DNN and initial data

Table 7 Risk indices and prediction errors of DNN

Month
1
2
3
4
5

Initial data
21.4
15.6
27.4
45.1
33.5

DNN
22.1
17.8
29.8
42.5
35.8

Error/%
3.27
14.1
6.9
-5.76
9.85

Table 8 Risk indices and prediction errors of NN

Month
1
2
3
4
5

Initial data
21.4
15.6
27.4
45.1
33.5

NN
24.6
22.2
29.7
35.2
33.5

Error/%
15
42.3
8.4

-21.95
0

Fig.5 Prediction data of DNN and NN and initial data
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addition，the great fluctuation of the prediction error
indicates the instability of the traditional neural net‑
works. Moreover，the Mse according to Eq.（7） is
1.6，which is larger than the error of DNN.

4 Conclusions

By analyzing five years of unsafe events data in‑
cluding flight crew，aircraft maintenance，air traffic
control，ground support，weather and mechanics fail‑
ure，a risk index prediction model to evaluate the
safety of civil aviation using DNN is developed in
this paper. The DNN is obtained by stacking DAEs.
The data of unsafe events collected from 2012 to
2015 is extended as the training parameters and un‑
safe events in 2016 are the testing parameters. This
study demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed
method compared with traditional NN in accuracy
and stability. Moreover，with the development of civ‑
il aviation，once the amount of data is large enough，
it can be directly predicted by the DNN without ex‑
panding the data，which can learn the features and in‑
formation more deeply than the traditional ones.
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